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Crescent Ottoman 46"w
Our Crescent ottomans name plays off of its crescent moon shape as you might have
guessed! A versatile piece that can travel around your sofa as an extra seating pod. In
an open concept space the ottoman can be used against the side of an arm or the
back of the sectional as a useful perch that adds a soft shape to any boxy sectional. 

Features We Love:
-Pairs perfectly with the Tuxxy 46" sectional as well as most other of our sofa's
creating and curvaceously shaped chaise.
-Rounded shape makes it easier to manoeuvre around. 
-Can be used as a coffee table, just add your own tray!

The Details:
Dimensions: 46"w x 27"d x 15"h
Made with: Solid interlocking frame, top quality rebound foam
Leg Option: Adjustable glides for floating effect , Recessed base in Espresso.
Assembly Instructions: N/A
SKU #: 1032-U
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Crescent Ottoman 41"w
Our Crescent ottomans name plays off of its crescent moon shape as you might have
guessed! A versatile piece that can travel around your sofa as an extra seating pod. In
an open concept space the ottoman can be used against the side of an arm or the
back of the sectional as a useful perch that adds a soft shape to any boxy sectional. 

Features We Love:
-Pairs perfectly with the Tuxxy 41" sectional as well as most other of our sofa's
creating and curvaceously shaped chaise.
-Rounded shape makes it easier to manoeuvre around. 
-Can be used as a coffee table, just add your own tray!

The Details:
Dimensions: 41"w x 24"d x 15"h
Made with: Solid interlocking frame, top quality rebound foam
Leg Option: Adjustable glides for floating effect , Recessed base in Espresso.
Assembly Instructions: N/A
SKU #: 1033-X


